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#

indicates photo lo-
cation-see plans

1

2

4

6

8

1 2

3

Demolition Notes

1. Demo roof flashing and roofing
2. Demo stucco finish and lath
3. Remove loose parge, patch and paint
4. Existing window to remain-typical
5. Remove, refinish and reinstall existing shut-
ters-typical
6. Demo ext light fixture
8. Demo gutter and downspout
11. Demo conc threshold block- provide limestone 
block
12. Demo siding
15. Sand, refinish and resinstall door
17. Sand and repaint wood trim-typical
25. Remove mtl flashing. Provide 5” german pro-
file lap siding and trim similar to Image #29. Flash 
new roof under new siding. 

5

12

4

15

17

2528

29

Existing flashing detail 
east face of neighboring 
structure West face of neighboring 

structure showing pro-
posed siding detail

AP1

PHOTO REFERENCES
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#

indicates photo lo-
cation-see plans

6

19

17

4

5

6

7

7

Demolition Notes

2. Demo stucco finish and lath
4. Existing window to remain
6. Demo ext light fixture
11. Demo conc threshold block- provide limestone 
block
15. Sand, refinish and resinstall door
17. Sand and repaint wood trim
19. Replace rotted wood trim
20. Replace foundation vents
21. Remove conc patch-install brick treads

20

21

11

27

Image of 8” 
shiplap siding 
beneath exist-
ing stucco 

AP2

PHOTO REFERENCES

23



#

indicates photo lo-
cation-see plans

20

22

8      Not Used

10

11

9

12

Demolition Notes

17. Patch, sand and repaint wood trim
19. Replace rotted wood trim
20. Replace foundation vents
21. Remove conc patch-install brick treads
22. Sand and Paint existing metal ramp guards

19

Photo depicting german 
existing german profile 
siding 
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#

indicates photo lo-
cation-see plans

6

23

21

13

14

15

16

Demolition Notes

6. Demo ext light fixture
10. Route cabling inside house
12. Demo conc/tile retaining wall and provide 2 
wythe brick retaining wall
14. Reset misaligned pavers
16 Repair damaged mortar
19. Replace rotted wood trim
21. Remove conc steps-install brick treads
23. Flash patch tread

12

14
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PHOTO REFERENCES

23



#

indicates photo lo-
cation-see plans

3

3

18

17

18

19

Demolition Notes

3. Remove loose parge, patch and paint
14. Reset misaligned pavers
17. Sand and repaint wood trim
18. Demo compressor
24. Paint existing wood deck, posts and balusters
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#

indicates photo lo-
cation-see plans

25

24

26

10

19

Demolition Notes

3. Remove loose parge, patch and paint
10. Route cabling inside house
17. Sand and repaint wood trim
19. Replace rotted wood trim
24. Paint existing wood deck, posts and balus-
ters
25. Replace entire porch ceiling w/ bead board 
marine grade plywd-paint
26. Remove conc waterproofing, provide new 
coating
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17
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address

1713 N. Bryan Street	 

Arlington, VA 22201


tel	 703-725-4328

url	 www.pvanderpoel.com

23 Jan 23


Project Address: 3619 O St. NW


Re: Response to Comments:

Project Address: 1316 36 St. NW


Below are listed comments received for the project with response italicized and indented. 


VA2205-05 
3619 O St

Comments:

1. Have you investigated the construction/conditions of the stucco on the front facade? I 
am not sure why stucco was applied and am wondering if historic siding exists 
underneath that might shed light on the original profile of the siding. Typically, houses 
like this were either clad entirely in lap siding, like you show in the submission, or 
sometimes they had a German profile on the front and plain clapboards on the side 
(the German profile being more expensive and therefore only used on the most visible 
elevation). The OGB considers historic precedent when making recommendations.

Demolition of the existing stucco on the front elevation has revealed a ship lap 
siding with 8” weather face. See image #27

2. Please amend your application to include documentation of the existing metal roof 
panel widths and seam heights. The OGB typically likes replacement metal roofing to 
match the existing conditions. 

Information regarding the roof seam height and spacing has been added to the 
drawings. See A6

3. I am a bit confused as to how the roof will terminate at the neighbor's wall to the west. 
Can you clarify? 

We propose removing the existing flashing from the east face of the neighboring 
building, providing siding and trim to match the west face of the existing of the 
neighboring building and inserting new wall/roof flashing under the new siding. 
See images 28, 29 and drawing details, A7

4. Would the roofing be regleted into the masonry chimneys?

We propose raking the chimney mortar joints, inserting counter flashing with 
sealant where the counter flashing is inserted into the brickwork. See A7

5. Is it possible to locate the electric meter to the side or rear of the house, where it is 
less visible?

We will contact Pepco and our electrician to determine the feasibility and 
ramifications of a relocation of the meter to the rear yard. 



6. Please add the existing compressor to the plan and elevation drawings. Will there be a 
replacement compressor? Where is it to be located? Please show the proposed 
location in plan and elevation.

The revised plans show the existing compressor and a new compressor. 
See A0, A1

7. If not shown at concept, it will need to be shown in the permit drawings - the design of 
any exterior replacement railings and specs for replacement items like alley gates, 
light fixtures, etc.

More detailed information will accompany the permit submission. 

Please make any necessary revisions to your submission and return to me via email no later 
than Monday 1/23.

Thank you,

Mary Catherine Bogard
Historic Preservation Specialist | U.S. Commission of Fine Arts
401 F Street NW Suite 312 Washington, DC 20001
202.233.8618 | www.cfa.gov
Please let use know if you have any questions or need additional information


Sincerely,


Peter VanderPoel
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